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1. Introduction

During the design period of the German LMFBR, the SNR-300,

extensive work had been done in the field of elastic and

inelastic analysis. Furthermore, special design rules have

been developed.

Passing in a brief review regarding these activities their

state is outlined herein.

2. SUR-3 00 Design Rules

The SNR-300 class 1 component design rules can be characterized

by the composition of the following terms

the ASME Code NB 3000

Paragraph 7, Code Case 1331-4

the limitations of primary stresses to

with P, and P^ including the thermal

net-membrane stresses and the thermal

net-bending stresses, resprectively and

with the stress index B. = 1 for elbows.

the definition of 3 Sm = min
m

T A, B
max

3 Sm

T.
A, B
max

1,5 (Sn + Sg)

the•level-C-loads to be considered in the fatigue analysis

Reduction factors fQ and f~ have been introduced for the

irradiated parts of the tank internals. These factors will

be applied to the creep rupture strength and to the allowable

number of cycles N. Both fQ and fN depend on the service

temperature. They are set 1 (one) within the temperature

range up to 45 0 *C and decrease linearly to take their

minimum value at 550 °C (which depends on the total neutron

fluence).
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On the other hand, all highly stressed locations of the heat

transfer system will be listed. A location is called

highly stressed if
?h

P. + ==• > 0,7 S. for welding joints or

" ufatigue > °'2

This list will be treated as an inspection paper, i. e

the high stressed locations will be inspected after some

operation periods and/or will be subjected to additional

analyses.

Furthermore, there are references to some inelastic analyses

in our design rules. These analyses will be done during the

licencing procedure. The inelastic analysis results serve

to verify the elas-tic design rules.

3. SNR-2 Design-Rules

The SNR-2 planning is just at the very beginning. As to

the SNR-2 design rules, only some rough ideas are existing

at present.

The ASME-Code Section NB plus Cede Case 1331-4 fatigue

curves plus a part of the SNR-300 piping rules as well

as the modified - as proposed by french specialists -

will be applied to the pressurized class 1 components.

The creep effects will be treated by the SNR-3 00 elevated

temperature design rules. These rules will be enlarged by

- a creep cross over curve

a modified Test 3 ratchet consideration

" "3 V - Srela* + Sy
Creep usage factor u from the effective

creep

creep stress 0c

creep fatigue
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As to unpressurized class 1 components such as thermal

sleeves or thermal baffles, the sum of ^ c r e e D
 a n d ufaticme

may exceed unity provided that the remaining portion of the

structure (where u c r e e p
 + fatigue4* 1 ̂  meets the primary

stress requirements.

Furthermore we expect some additional ideas from the

french design rules.

4. Inelastic analyses

During the SNR-300 licencing procedure INT2RAT0M performed

two inelastic analyses.

(1) The inelastic analysis of a Bree type tube:

These efforts were aimed to the description of

the theoretical basis

the assumptions and

the feasibility.

This so-called Bree-tube analysis had been selected on account

of its simple geometry and its simple load reflecting typical

STO-300 conditions.

The specific aspects in doing this FEM-analysis had been:

Enable the I2JTERATOM engineers to perform inelastic

analyses

The creep-ratcheting behaviour could be described

more accurately.

(2) The inelastic analysis of a fullsize hot primary piping

system of the SNR-300:

Conducting from a primary pump to three intermediate heat

exchangers and exposed to T = 54S "C and p = 11/5 bar.
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This effort was aimed to show that the SNR-3 0 0 design

procedure produces acceptable designs.

The piping system contains eight elbows with an outer

diameter of 5 53 mm, a header, and six elbows with an

outer diameter of 3 24 mm.

The results of this inelastic analysis are as follows:

- The piping system is well designed (no considerable

elastic follow up; locally very limited plasticity

only).

The internal forces and moments hardly differ from the

elastically calculated ones.

Alternating plasticity does not occur.

The maximum inelastic strains accumulated over the

expected operating lifetime of 100.000 hrs are 0,03 %

(membrane) and 0,2 % (peak).

The creep-fatigue usage factor is about 0,065.

5. Creep-Fatigue Test

A full-size SNR-3QG elbow with 558 mm o. d. will be tested

at the INTSEATOM creep-fatigue test facility. This work is

aimed to demonstrate the reliability of the SNR-300 piping

components during the expected operating lifetime by

realizing the specified loads and reflecting realistic

deformations.

The test object will be subjected to deformation controlled

loads, i. e. alternating relative elbow rotations (in-plane

and cut-of-plane) and internal pressure. The test temperature

level will be considerably higher than the service level of

546 *C in favour of a reasonable test duration. The instru-

mentation will include local and integral measurements. The

deformation controlled test will start in 1984 and will run

about one year.
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Within this program another full-size elbow (taken

from the SNR-30C production) was cut into specimens

for unaxial creep and fatigue tests. Using these

material data an inelastic analysis will be performed.

6. Constitutive Equations

INTERATOM is developing a new set of constitutive

equations to provide an improved description of the

inelastic behaviour of austenitic stainless steels at

temperatures up to 600 *C.

To get a realistic material description as soon as

possible the classical assumption is used: Splitting

the total infinitesimal strain into an elastic and an

inelastic part. This can be done in three steps:

Step 1: rate—independent material behaviour

{elastic - plastic behaviour)

Step 2: rate-dependent permanent behaviour

(viscoplastic behaviour)

Step 3: rate-dependent material behaviour below

the yield point (viscoelastic behaviour)

Today we can present the results of step 1.

A first calculation shows good agreement with

the results of a TNO test.
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